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01
River Dialogue, 2017
Still of projected moving image
of the River Paraná
75 x 50 cm
Courtesy the artist

02
Tools, 2017
Glove, palette knife, apron
100 x 70 cm
Courtesy the artist

INTERSECTIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

It is a compelling thought that
‘if the chromosomes in one
of our cells were uncoiled and
placed end to end, the DNA
would be about six feet long,’1
making the DNA of a single cell
the length of a human body. DNA
code extracted from bone or other
matter hidden in the landscape
provides the infinitesimal marker,
or huella2, required by forensic
anthropologists to turn the bodies
of thousands of disappeared during
the dictatorship years in Argentina
(1976-83) into identifiable remains.Working as an artist-archaeologist over the last four years,
I have been looking for a reading
and siting of these markers contained in the landscape, specifically
at the site of the River Paraná,
where new evidence places the
bodies of the disappeared in a mass
grave. The river serves, according
to some, as the ‘perfect place’
to hide these crimes of dictatorship.3

positives from his found archive
into new hybrid photo etchings,
digital prints and video projections,
using historic and contemporary
processes at the site of the river
itself. In this way, the landscape
becomes the site of exposure
and development of both a photographic and forensic history,
as the latent traces of those memories that inhabit the river create
material slippages on the surface
of the photographic plates. These
embed particles of the traumatic
narrative as auratic translations,
as I term them, that act as a resistance to discourses of national
forgetting, and invisibility, while
reinvigorating debates about
photographic aura through their
indexical relationship to the river.

In creating a personal ethnography
of place, and using the same techniques of brushing and exposure
that forensic anthropologists use,
I create art-archaeological records
By using my grandfather’s photo- that sit at the edges of history,
graphic images of the Paraná
memory and photography.These
taken in the 1930s when he lived convergences create prosopopaeic
and worked on the river, I look
encounters that speak of alternato a further layer of familial
tive forms of preserving the past.
narrative to unearth the personal By mediating these liminal spaces
and collective memory of this
of disappearance that teeter
site. I transform selected analogue on the edges of memory and history,
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N.L: The photograph as a record
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and a witness of these traces.

Victoria Ahrens is an artist, writer
and researcher from Argentina,
based in London. She holds an MA
and PHD in Photographic Theory
and Practice from Birkbeck College,
University of London, and an MA
in Fine Art Printmaking from Camberwell College of Art. She has exhibited
extensively in the UK and internationally, and her work features in private
and public collections in the UK,
France and China. She has received
numerous prestigious awards, including the Celeste Photography Prize
and the Clifford Chance Purchase Prize.
Her work looks at the contemporary
translation of photographic aura
in political landscapes of trauma.

P. A . : M a t e r i a l w i t n e s s .

W. L . : A s a n i m a g i n a t i o n

or a reaching out to those layers?
V. A . : W i t n e s s i n g i s c r u c i a l .
03
River Dialogue, 2017
Still of projected moving image
of the River Paraná
75 x 50 cm
Courtesy the artist

P. A . : B u t n o t i n t h e s e n s e
of the index?

04
DNA Extraction from Bone (EAAF), 2016
Photograph of a fragment of bone
at the head offices of the EAAF in Once,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
30 x 42 cm
Courtesy the artist
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I reinterpret their narrative possibilities as corporeal enactments
of photographic ethnography
and forensic archaeology. It is here,
through the material processes
in the river, that the body and
place converge, enacting the
return of touch to the haptic
surface of the print. If, as Eyal Weisman states,‘the bones of a skeleton
are exposed to life in a similar way
that photographic film is exposed
to light […] like a palimpsest
or a photograph with multiple
exposures’4, then this research looks
to create palimpsests in the light
of these historical and personal
narratives, bringing this embodied

research into the public arena
as a new dialogue with the
archaeological and forensic that
goes beyond the rigidly objective.
By reimagining the photographic
archive as a contemporary echo
that resonates beyond the place
itself, a new forum for discussion
can be opened up in the light
of other similar histories and
landscapes of disappearance.

Notes:
1
Genetics Home Reference, ‘What
is DNA?’ Handbook of Cells and DNA,
http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/handbook/
basics/dna [accessed 21 March 2017]
2
Huella is Spanish for ‘a mark
or sign, an imprint or impression’.
See http://www.wordreference.
com/definicion/huella [accessed
10 March 2018]
3
Fabian Magnotta, El Lugar Perfecto
(Argentina: Editorial, 2012), http://
www.fabianmagnotta.com.ar/
web/?sector=libro&idnot=25
4
Thomas Keenan and Eyal
Weisman, Mengele’s Skull,The Advent
of a Forensic Aesthetic, Frankfurt am
Main and Berlin, Sternberg Press
Portikus (2012) p.20
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Paraná (as Wide as a River), 2017
Transfer print of analogue
photographic positive
110 x 70 cm
Courtesy the artist
06
Exposing the Plate, 2017
Photo etching plate
40 x 28 cm
Courtesy the artist
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